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Three uniqueness theorems are derived for the initial boundary-value problems 
associated with the system of magneto-elastodynamics in unbounded domains. It is 
assumed that the elasticity ensor is either positive semi-definite, or uniformly 
strongly elliptic. Mild assumptions on the behaviour-at-infinity of the relevant fields 
are made. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR00ucTl0~ 
The present paper is devoted to prove three uniqueness theorems for 
regular solutions to the system governing the motion of an unbounded 
electrically conducting elastic body with finite conductivity. The first 
theorem is obtained under the assumption of uniform strong ellipticity of
the elasticity tensor @ (cf. Sect. 3), while both the remainders are derived 
by assuming that C be positive semi-definite. The main feature of our 
results lies in the mildness of the assumptions about the behaviour of data 
and solutions at large spatial distances. 
As far as perfectly conducting bodies are concerned, a strong uniqueness 
theorem is given in [ 11. 
2. NOTATION 
Throughout the paper, E will denote an n-dimensional (real) euclidean 
point space, and V the associated vector space. The elements of E and V 
will be indicated by latin boldface letters: inparticular, only the letters x, y, 
and o will be used to denote the points of E. Light-face lower-case letters 
stand for scalars. An orthonormal fixed reference frame (0; ei) 
(i = 1, 2 ,..., n) is introduced in E and, for any x E E, x - o = x’e, = re,, with 
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r = ) x - (-J 1 = (&‘)‘y Here and in the sequel the summation convention 
over repeated indexes is used. The set of all second-order tensors on I/ 
(linear mappings from V to V) will be denoted by Lin = Sym @ Skw, where 
Sym and Skw are the subspaces of all symmetric and all skew elements of 
Lin, respectively. The elements of Lin are here indicated by boldface greek 
capital letters. The image of v under @ will be written 4~. A fourth-order 
tensor @ is a linear mapping from Lin to Lin: we shall write @[<PI the 
value of C at @. 
Let U(X, f) = ui(x, t) ei and @ = Qv(x, t) ei @ ei be respectively a vector 
and a second-order tensor function on B x [0, + co), with BG E. By Vu, 
V x u, and V * @ we mean respectively the second-order tensor of com- 
ponents (Vu),= &,/ax,, the vector E~,,(&~/~x,) eil and the vector 
(M,/dxj) ei. M oreover, a superimposed dot denotes partial differentiation 
with respect to I E [0, + co). The symbol CTh(S), with SEE x [0, + co), 
stands for the set of all kth order tensor functions whose components are 
continuously differentiable on S up to the order m inclusive with respect to 
x, and up to the order h inclusive with respect to t. Also, we set C?“(S) = 
Cr( S), C’j?( S) = C,(S) and C?“(S) = P”(S). 
Finally, we agree that , 
tlR>O, S,= {xEE: Ix-01 -CR}, 
and, if BG E, then 
aB = boundary of B; n = outward unit normal to t3B; B = B u dB; 
B,=BnS,, B,={xEB:infy.,,Ix-y(>p>O}, B,,R=BpnSSR, 
nr = outward unit normal to aB,. 
3. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
As is known, the motion of an unbounded electrically conducting elastic 
body, identified with the (regular) region BE R” (n = 2, 3) it occupies in a 
fixed reference configuration, is governed by the system 
pi=V*@[Vu]+pJVxH)xH+b 
k=rjd,H+Vx(~ixH) onQ=Bx(O, +co), 
V.H=O. 
(1) 
’ Here, as usual, Ed,,+ are the components of the well-known LeviCivita alternating tensor. 
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In (1 ), p is the (positive) mass density, a3 is the (fourth-order) elasticity 
tensor and q = l/ap,, where pL, and r~ are respectively the magnetic per- 
meability and the conductivity; b is the (mechanical) body force field, and u 
and H are the (unknown) displacement and magnetic fields. It is known 
that, for any x E B, the kernel of C contains the whole of Skw. 
Then, following the notation of Section 2, @[Vu] = C[symVu] = 
cvhk(auhiaxk) eh 8 ek? where symVu is the symmetric part of Vu and cjihk 
are the components of @ in (0; e,}. 
Let {a, B, a2 B} be a partition of the boundary i?B of B, let {u*, s*, H*} 
be three continuous vector functions on aB x (0, + co), and let {uO, v,,, H,} 
be three continuous vector functions on B. To system (1) we append the 
following boundary and initial conditions 
u=u* ona,Bx(O, +OO) 
@[Vu] n=s* ona,Bx(O, +CD) 
H=H* onaBx(0, +CO) 
(2) 
u=ug, e=v,, H=Ho on Bx (0). 
The aim of the present paper is to research some sufficient conditions on 
data and solutions in order that system (l)-(2) admits at most one 
solution in some suitable subsets of 
I= {(u,H):uEC~(Q)~C~(BX(O, +co))nC!(Bx [0, +a)), 
HEC:~~(Q)~C;*~(BX(O, +co))nC,(Bx [0, +a~)) 
and (u, H) is a solution to (l)-(2)}. 
In this connection, notice that system (lb(2) admits at most one solution 
(u, H) E J c I if and only if, denoting by (u + v, H + h) any other element of 
J, the system 
pi’=V*@[Vv]+p,{(VxH)xh+(Vxh)xH+(Vxh)xh} 
h=t@,b+Vx(ixb)+Vx(irxH)+Vx(irxb) onQ 
V-h=0 
v=o ona,Bx(O, +CO) 
@[Vv]n=O ona,Bx(O, +CO) 
h=O onaBx(O,+m) 
v=i=b=() on Bx (0) (3) 
has only the null solution. 
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We assume that PE C(B) and C cC:(B)n C,(B). Moreover, the 
elasticity tensor C will be required to be symmetric, i.e., 
o~@[Y]=Y~@[~], V@, I E Lin 
and to satisfy one of the following conditions: 
positioe semi-definiteness: @ . C [@I 2 0, V@ E Lin 
uniform strong ellipticity: a * @[a Q b] b > c,a2b2, Va, b E V (c, > 0). 
From now on, by p(r) and g(r) we shall denote respectively an increasing 
positive smooth function such that lim,, + o. p(r) = + co, and the function 
exp( - r). 
A key tool for the proof of the first uniqueness theorem of next section is 
given by the following 
LEMMA. Let C be bounded, uniformly continuous, and uniformly strongly 
elliptic. Then two positive constants c and k exist such that 
VuECp):uldB= Oandti2, (Vu)2=O([rn+Bg(r)]-1) as r+ +co, j?>O, 
5 gVu*@ [Vu]dt@c\Bg(Vu)2dz+kj gu2dv. 
B B 
For the proof the reader is referred to [4]. 1 
4. UNIQUENESS THEOREMS 
For the sake of simplicity, we set 
J,={(~+~,H+h)~I:(u,H)~I,p-‘~~JVxH~,~V~~areboundedon 
Bx(0, t),Vte(O, +co),andp-“2~H+h~,~4~=O(1),~2,(V~)2, 
h2=O([rn+Bg(r)]-1),j?>0,asr-+ +a},’ 
J2={(u+v,H+h)~I:(~,H)~l,p~1’2~V~H~,IV~(areboundedon 
Bx(O, t),VtE(O, +oo),andp-“2 IH+hl, (ril=O(l), Ii/, IVvl, 
(h(=O(r”),mEN}, 
J,={(u+v,H+h)EI:(u,H)EI,p-“2IVxHI,IV~Iareboundedon 
Bx(O,t),VtE(O, +oo),and3p(r):p’p-“2)H+h(,p’)ri)=0(1), 
p’(Vh)2 = o(r’ -“), m E N), 
* From now on, the expression “as r + + co” will be omitted. 
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K = f(pb2 + (Vv)Z + j&h*) 
c = f(pb2 + vv C[Vv] + pL,h2) 
for any solution (v, h) to system (3). 
THEOREM 1. Let a,B = 0, let p ’ be bounded and assume that C is 
bounded, uniformly continuous and uniformly strongly elliptic. Then system 
(l)-(2) has at most one solution (u, H) belonging to J,. 
Proof: As previously observed, it is sufficient to show that system (3) 
has only the null solution v = h = 0. To this aim, multiply both sides of (3), 
by gir and both sides of (3)2 by peh. Then, by virtue of the vector identities 
( g ’ = dgldr ) 
=V* (gC*@[Vv]} -gVi*@[Vv] -g’+*@[Vv] e,; 
g[(Vxh)x(H+h)].i 
=g[(H+h)xi].(Vxh)=V*{hx [(H+h)xi]} 
+gh.Vx [(H+h)xt] 
=V.(ghx [(H+h)xi]} 
-g’{hx [(H+h)xC]}*e,+gh*Vx [(H+h)xi]; 
gh.A,h 
= V * { g(Vh) h} - g(Vb)* - g’e, * (Vh) h; 
g[Vx(Ixh)]*h 
= -fgh*V.i+gh*(Vir)h-V.{fgh*ti}+tg’h*ri*e,; 
by integrating over Bp,R x (0, t) and using the divergence theorem, we get 
t 
=- 'ds s I g'{vqvv] 0 4l.R 
+ peh x [(H + h) x i] - &h*i + p,@b) h} *e, du 
+ Iddsl p,g{[(VxH)xh].O+h*(Vti)h BAR 
-~hV.iwj(Vh)*} du 
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+ f; ds s g(CX[Vv] +p,hx [(H+h)xi] w4R 
- &h*ti + ,u,q(Vh) h} l n da. 
which, by letting p + 0, R + + co, and bearing in mind the hypotheses on 
the behaviour at infinity on the solutions yields 
s g(pb* + Vv . @ [Vv] + ,uJz*) dv B 
= ‘ds g{+@[Vv] 
s s 0 B 
+ peh x [(H + h) xi] - &It26 + ,u~(Vh) h} me, dv (4) 
+j;d~[Bia{WWW .i+h.(Vti) h-~~2V+tj(Vh)2} dv. 
Setting 
ao=supp-1’2~@~, a,= sup (P,/P)“~ IVxHI, 
B B x (0~) 
a,= sup (P,/P)“* lH+hl, a3= sup [Iii, a4= sup IVti(, 
B x (0~) Bx (O,f) B x (0,~) 
by virtue of the inequalities 
i.C[Vv] e, 
< gzo[pli2 + (vv)2] < a,u, 
[(VxH)xh].f 
< $.q(pti2 + peh”) < a, K, 
,uehx [(H+h)xi]*e, 
,< +z3(pir2 + peh2) < ff34 
pew - (W h 
and of the lemma, (4) leads to 
(5) 
where a 5=(l/y)(a,+a2+a,+4a,), y=min(l,c}. 
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By choosing C < (2/q) and noting that u2 <$I, 1; d2 ds, with 
a6 = (2/y) t sup, (l/p), from (5) it fohows that 
We may apply Gronwall’s lemma to the above relation. Thus 
I gk.dvQO. B 
Hence the desired conclusion follows. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let C be positive semi-definite and assume that 
p-’ ) @ ( = O(r). Then system (l)-(2) h as at most one solution belonging to 
Jz. I 
Proof. Let f = g’(’ + ‘O)‘, CI, y > 0 and multiply both sides of (3), , ( 3)2 by 
fi and pef h, respectively. By operating as in the first part of the proof of’ 
Theorem 1, we easily get 
s,fodv= --cry j;dsjs(s+f,)‘+jiidv 
+a jis B(S+to)Yf{i.c[Vvl s s 
+pL,hx [(H+h)xi]-&h’i~+p~q(Vh)h}*e,dv (6) 
+ ‘ds pL,f([(VxH)xh]G+h.(Vti)h-y*V*i-g(Vh)*}du. s i 0 B 
Since, by virtue of the assumptions of the theorem, 
C.@[Vv]e,<jVv*@[Vv]+p-’ I@[ pb2<b1(1+r)g, 
p,h x [(H + h) x iI- e, < (A/P)‘/* I H + h I CJ < b2( 1 + r) C, 
where bl =SUPB (l@l/dl +r)h b2=suPBx(0,r) (P,/P)"* (IH+hl/(l +r)), 
setting b3 = supB x Co,rj (Ii I/( 1+ r)), (6) implies 
5 fadv<a ‘ds (s+ to)?-’ {b,(t+t,)-y} rfadv B I i 0 B 
+b,j-‘dsj fodv+~(~~/2-l)~;ds~Bf(Vh)2dv. 
(7) 
0 B 
where we have set b, = b, + b, + b, and b, = a, + 4a, + l/25. 
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Choose now l< 2/q and y > b4(f + to). Then, a simple application of 
Griinwall’s lemma to (7) yields the desired conclusion. 1 
THEOREM 3. Let @ be positive semi-definite and assume that p -’ 
I@ I= U( [ p’(r)] -2). Then system (l)-(2) has at most one solution belonging 
to J,. 
ProoJ: Let g, be a smooth and increasing function on R, vanishing on 
(-cc, 0] and equal to 1 on [S, + co). The function w =ga($(x, s)), with 
$(x9 $1 = P(R) + A(7 -s) -p(r), 1>o,o<s<t. 
belongs to C;(R” x [0, z]). Indeed, the support of w is defined by the con- 
dition $(x, s) > 0. As a consequence, setting R, =p-‘[p(R) + A(z -s)], the 
support of w turns out to be the set x = ((x, S)E R” x [0, r]: x E S,, 
0 <s < r}. Moreover, it is readily seen that VwrO in the set {(x, 
S)E(WnXIO,Z]:XESR,+a,l, 0 < s < r ), which is certainly not empty if 6 is 
chosen sufficiently small. So, the smoothness of w in the whole of 
R” x [O, r] is guaranteed. 
By multiplying both sides of (3), , (3)2 by WC, p,wh respectively, and first 
integrating over B, x (0, t), t < r, then letting p -+ 0, we obtain 
+p,hx [(H+h)xi] 
-t/l.h2L+p~q(Vh)h}~e,dv+Jb;dsjBp,w{[VxH)xh]+ 
+h+i)h-$hhZV+@h)2) dv. (8) 
Since 
~ep’hxC(H+h)x9].e,~4p’IH+hl(~,h2+p~2)~120, 
&era (vh) h G 4peCh2 +~‘~(vh)~] G 0 + ;A P’~(VII)~, 
where A* =sup,p-‘p” I @I, 1, =max(l, A*>, ,12=supBX(0,tj (p~p)l/~ 
p’ 1 H + h I, setting A3 = sup, X (O,,j p’ ( ti ) and choosing 1> 1, + A2 + ,I, + 1, 
(8) implies 
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Next, by applying GrGnwall’s lemma to (9), we have 
jB w dv 6 exp[(a, + 4~) t] pu, 1: ds [Bpr2g;(Vh)2 dv. (10) 
Observe now that, as 6 + 0, function w tends boundedly to the charac- 
teristic function of the set x and, since, setting S* = S, - SR,+6,1 
= ‘ds 
s I 
V * ( P’(V~)~ we,} dv 
0 IInS’ 
- ‘ds 
s I 
wV * ( p’(Vh)’ e,} do 
0 BnS’ 
=- s I ’ ds p’(vh)2 w da 0 * n =QS + 81 
+ 1: ds Ia,, S* P’W)’ wn. e, da 
- Ids 
5 s 
WV. { p’(Vh)2 e,} dv. 
0 LinS’ 
(10) and the condition on Vh defining J3 lead to 
I adv<o(l). BR, 
As a consequence, by letting R + + co, uniqueness follows at once. 1 
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